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Abstract: The current with the rapid development of Internet and new media technology, the information openness and diversity makes

ideological education is facing big challenge, in accordance with the "five a three-ring four law" teaching mode,the fundamental task

of implementing ideological and political education, fostering values and cultivating talents is comprehensively carried out. We are

advancing the resonance of the “three classrooms” and promoting the synchronous implementation of the “four transformations”,

aiming to enhance the “five capacities” of students, according to the current construction of" big education courses "concept, change

education thought and idea.
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Introduction
This paper mainly puts forward the method of "a three-ring four five" teaching mode, the full implementation of education

courses, spiritual essence, rich connotation and practical requirements, a comprehensive understanding of its significance, theoretical

significance and practical significance, the significance, profound grasp of throughout the marxism stand point method, further

enhance the consciousness of "four", "two maintenance", Strive to grow into a new era to shoulder the responsibility of rejuvenation.

1. Take students as the base, fully implement the basic task of moral education
The famous philosopher Jaspers wrote in his "What is Education" : "The essence of education means: a tree shakes a tree, a cloud

pushes a cloud, a soul awakens a soul." Education is to use their own words and actions to influence other life individuals, but where

does the influence come from? This kind of influence comes from the construction of harmonious and loving relationship between

teachers and students, and the construction of this community relationship is based on respect and love for students. The general

secretary once pointed out in a symposium with teachers and students of Beijing Normal University, "A good teacher should be a kind

teacher, and a person without love cannot become a good teacher." This requires us to always establish the teaching concept of

"everything for students, for students' everything, for all students" in ideological and political teaching, and guide students to become

truly better themselves through the careful guidance of teachers and students to generate spiritual connections.

2. With the "three rings" as the starting point, promote the "three classes" in the same frequency resonance

The three rings mainly refer to the three links before class, during class and after class. The three classes mainly refer to the use of

network cloud class, ideological and political class, and practice class.

2.1 Self-study before class, make good use of the network "cloud classroom"

The information age expands the teaching space. Teachers should have the awareness of using intelligent and information means,

adhere to the guarantee of teaching information, firmly grasp a "live" word, promote the organic integration of classroom teaching and

network teaching, online learning and offline learning, and promote ideological and political education to reach the goal of broad

coverage, strong guidance and good effect. Learn, tree of wisdom, wisdom, vocational education, such as for class learning platform
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for the development of network education provides a rich cloud resources, with the aid of curriculum resources platform, students

teaching can be moved forward, promote autonomous learning interest and to explore the ability of autonomic learning. With the help

of computers, mobile phones and other electronic products, students can join MOOC learning in advance, understand and familiarizing

with curriculum resources in advance, communicate with teachers in advance, and enhance learning autonomy and initiative. At the

same time, teachers can also understand the students' thinking dynamics through various forms of online communication with students,

grasp the students' ideological confusion, and adjust teaching strategies in time. In addition, such as learning power, wisdom,

vocational education network platform has the rich education resources, teachers can give students the latest about a new era of

socialism with Chinese characteristics political documentaries, such as to guide students to watch documentary, "pilot" and so on high

quality, improve the students' political quality, through the class assignment, guides the student to the online submission, online

tutoring, Improve students' consciousness of online learning, improve students' learning ability and ideological power.

2.2 Study in class and keep the "main position" in class
Marx said, "Once the theory has mastered the masses, it will also become a material force. As long as the theory convinces people,

it can master the masses; As long as the theory is thorough, it can persuade people. The so-called thoroughness is to grasp the root of

things." Ideological and political classroom teaching is the main channel and main position of ideological and political education.

Should promote the new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics "into the curriculum", "classroom", the need to adhere to the

classroom teaching as the main body, hold a "teach" word, dominated by student demand side, teaching with emphasis on the supply

side, teaching reform, let the students listened, heart to sow the seeds of faith to the students. Adhere to workshops in deepening, hold

a "thinking", in accordance with the "explained basic problems, focusing on major issues, face to face with sensitive issues, tracing

hotspot issues, solve practical problems," the general requirements, organize teachers conduct workshops and collective lesson

preparation, teaching content, lets the student understand, let faith seeds germinate in students mind. At the same time, ideological and

political teachers should continue to innovate discourse expression, further improve the teaching artistic conception, in the concept

orientation, to truly pay attention to the ideological needs of different groups of students as a common point; In the context of the

transmission, the real experience of the internal expectations of different groups of students as the starting point. Truly promote the

teaching model of "one book, three rings, four methods and five forces", and fully implement the fundamental task of moral education

in ideological and political education.

2.3 Practice after class, pay attention to the practice of "big class"
Issued by the Ministry of Education "about < of higher school ideological and political theory course construction standards

(2021) > notice explicitly proposed that" to highlight the practice teaching[1], introduces the practice of the vivid classroom teaching,

the classroom is located in the production of labor and social practice, improve education effect ". Practice teaching is to promote the

party's top twenty spirit full implementation of education courses khalid ents into the brain into the heart of important means, with the

most fresh and ground teaching talk face to face with the growth of the students confused, guides the student to touch the era pulse, to

reassure misgivings in practice. Small class education "into" social big classroom ", "small" stimulate society around with "great

power" can let more students comprehension in the observation, experience in practice, practice in action, make education courses

more vivid, more thorough popular feeling.

Learning comprehend the new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics requires a combination of Chinese land vivid practice,

guides the student to promote the new era of the thought into practice of socialism with Chinese characteristics need to be in "practice"

"enlightenment" fluctuation kongfu, build up the theory of preaching, scene training, labor education and social practice. We practice

teaching system, let the students move to rise. For example, a series of practical brand activities such as "sitcom competition",

"Current political commentary", "keynote speech competition" and "flash mob" can be carried out in school practice. Outside the

school, we can give full play to the advantages of Hainan's regional culture, actively explore the "red", "green" and "blue" elements of

Hainan's ideological and political education, focus on the red humanities, green ecology and blue ocean education, highlight the new

business card of Hainan's educational practice characteristics, and build the red practice base, green practice base, blue practice base

and other base experiential teaching. In practice, when walking around the moving and practical, hard-working stories of the

Communists told to the students, students can really learn, really understand, really believe and really use. Tell students the energy and
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power of serious life in reality, and they will yearn for it.

3. Take the "four methods" as means to promote the "four transformations" to
be carried out simultaneously

The thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics into the new era into the heart and brain is the key in teachers, and focus on

innovation of teacher's teaching method. The "eight unity" principle of the reform and innovation of ideological and political education

provides us with important guidance for carrying out ideological and political education. Introduction to the new era of Chinese

characteristics socialism finally is to let students through learning ideas, armed with the theory of mind, to learn to think in nobuyuki

penetration, knowing unification of "big education courses" education effect. According to the requirements of learning, thinking and

practice, teachers should make good use of the four teaching methods of "speaking, understanding, guiding and investigating",

integrate curriculum objectives, professional characteristics and professional requirements into teaching, and promote the four

transformations to carry out synchronously.

3.1 Theory teaches clear Tao, turn knowledge and wisdom theory into virtue
Ideological and political education is not only the main ground of college students' ideological and political education, but also

the main battlefield of the implementation of the twentieth Spirit of the Party and the thought of Socialism with Chinese characteristics

in the new era. "Theory teaching" is the party's innovation theory into the logical starting point of education courses teaching and the

teaching, the nature of education courses is reasonable, how to put the truth speak deep, speak deeply, live, let young people love to

listen to and understand, would like to. Only close to reality, close to life, close to the students, so that students can truly feel the truth

of Marxism. So in terms of theoretical import, to strive to do a complete accurately present the party's innovation theory, the response

to the real life the problem of the world, insist on keep positive point of view, do have a high theoretical education with depth,

accurately grasp the teaching content, logic, carefully read the theory behind this chance which reflects inevitably, penetrating

education connotation of leading the student, Guide students to transform their knowledge into speculative wisdom on the basis of

mastering knowledge, inspire students to transform their intuitive experience into rational identification, and truly let students listen to

it and learn happily.

3.2 Case perception increases identification, turning wisdom into belief and
theory into belief

Enhancing the "four consciousness", strengthening the "four self-confidence" and achieving the "two maintenance" are the

inevitable requirements for promoting the effect of casting the soul with learning, cultivating the character and strengthening the

loyalty." The general secretary also stressed that "role models are living values and tangible positive energy". New era of socialism

with Chinese characteristics is derived from the practice of China's most vivid life, dig deep and selected case now living life practice,

in-depth excavation of the embodied behind the wisdom of the governing of the communist party of China, dig in the great practice of

socialist revolution, construction and reform, the emergence of typical character and vanguard force, Dig deeper into their thinking

character and ethos, interprets the unwavering faith with their vivid story, show the perseverance, inheriting the spirit of perseverance,

inspire young students to mark on the table, set up the correct outlook on life and values. Will be a new era of socialism with Chinese

characteristics theory study, and students see the vivid, lively, can touch the hearts of the story together, more can let the student to feel

the power of faith, to believe in the power of faith, become the power of faith[2].

3.3 The activities guide the direction, turn the faith into the ability of theory into
action

Based on student education courses teaching need can always combine students interest in teaching, based on the practice

students' needs, based on the cultivation of professional ability, innovation education courses teaching, practice of the "double

orientation" teaching target, strengthen college students' learning interest and consciousness to a party's innovation theory. In related to

students' "learning areas", "action areas" design in accordance with the middle school, learn how to make the teaching idea, through

the information, planning, decision-making, implementation, check, and evaluate the integrity of the "action" approach to teaching,
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guides the student to the brain, heart, hand fully engaged in teaching, so as to promote the all-round development of students toward

targets for results.

At the same time, it can be combined with problem orientation, guide students to explore, deepen and expand, carry out

task-driven, scenario simulation, cooperative discussion, guide students to analyze and discuss social hot issues.

3.4 Practice and exploration can strengthen the mission, and transform the
theory into contribution

The ultimate goal of ideological and political education is to truly let students move, go out, and act powerfully. Combine theory

with practice, and turn what they have learned into an important force for national rejuvenation. Students can combine correct moral

cognition, conscious moral cultivation and positive moral practice by means of theory preaching, social investigation, study and visit,

production labor, social service, scientific and technological invention and other forms. Various forms of "New era and new thought

walking classroom" can be established.

4. Taking the "five forces" as the goal, we will promote the "five advances" in
learning the Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era

In the global strategy of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and the world as a whole from the big change in one hundred,

new era college ideological workers how to make students "choose" "channel" "jian" "with" "tao", finally on the way of life, The

teaching reform of "One book, three rings and four methods" makes it clear that the general goal of integrating socialism with Chinese

characteristics in the new era into ideological and political courses is to improve students' ideological power, learning power, internal

drive, action power and growth power from the teaching concept, teaching method and teaching practice. The learning goals and a new

era of socialism with Chinese characteristics the overall goal of the subject education highly consistent[3].

By the students for this, based on the three teaching links, improve student's thought, pays special attention to the three class

learning ability, enhance students to the idea of a new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics, ideological recognition, theoretical

identity, the political identity of affective commitment, four firm confidence, do two maintenance, in the future work of learning sets

up the lofty ideal of life and enhance professional identity. Through "speak, enlightenment, guide, the effective use of the" four

methods, inspire students to learn drive, guides the student to be excellent, improve the students' political consciousness and

responsibility consciousness, rich through practice in improving the students' action and growth strength, lets the student really do

learn to think in another, nobuyuki unity, consciously practice the thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics new era, To

observe The Times, grasp The Times, lead The Times, to study life and work to brave as the mission, with the spirit of active

responsibility to do their own work.
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